
WIRES Call number 1046808 - nr37435 – Zarra 

Female Pademelon 

Wombaroo with Impact 

280gram 20/08/2016 fine covering of fur 

     432gram 27/09/2016 .    

   510 1/10/2016 .    

   676 13/10/2016 all good    

   718 18/10/2016 all good    

   22/10/2016 Joey was reluctant to drink 2pm bottle, seemed lethargic. At 7pm feed time she in her 
pouch shaking and breathing very heavy, hot to touch and throwing head back, eyes non responsive. 
Taken inside, given 0.3 mill of Pamlin plus 0.02 mill of Meloxicam. 4 hours later joey was back to 
normal temperature and able to drink a small amount of 1/2 strength lectade. Toileted and passed 
large amount of normal urine. Was still slightly sedated, but body function normal and eyes focusing. 
At midnight given 1/2 strength lectade again, drank 25 mill and passed good amount of normal 
urine.    

   712gram  23/10/2016 Joey kept inside overnight and this morning drank her bottle of Wombaroo, 
plus 10 mil of water after. Normal urine output and colour. Body function normal, eyes focusing. 
Keeping inside for now, have made no attempt to hop out of pouch. This is consistent with male 
Pademelon joey that had the same turn twice earlier this week. These 2 joeys share pouch often.    

   26/10/2016 Joey had been to Lismore vet clinic Nick Jones in the morning for blood tests, came 
back and I put her in the enclosure. She later had her bottle and water following, and seemed fine. 
She was also given 0.04 mil of Trialbactril injectable, to try to stop a possible infection. Came into the 
enclosure at 5pm and she was shaking, eyes fixed, same as last time and same as Yagarra that died 
yesterday. Zarra given small amount of Diazapam, 0.02 mill of Meloxicam and taken inside.    

   748gram 27/10/2016 joey unsteady on back legs, can’t balance. Drinking bottle and water fine. Still 
inside.    

    29/10/2016 Joey put back outside, still slight balance issue but hopping in pen and getting back 
into pouch ok by herself    

   798gram 1/11/2016 Joey found in pen at am feed hiding in ' "hidey' hole in enclosure, shaking and 
heart razing. Taken inside, sedated with pamlin and given meloxicam injection. 4 hours later fully 
awake, heart rate normal. given 25 mill of 1/2 strength lectade. Stil on antibiotics. Next feed drank 
22 mil of wombaroo 07 plus 10 mill of 1/2 strength lectade. Kept inside, unable to keep balance and 
only just able to stand on legs with help.    

   7/11/2016 Joey found in pouch shaking violently at 2.15 pm, drank bottle and water, then taken 
inside and sedated with pamlin. Recovered after 5 hours drank 25 mill of Lectade. Put back outside 



at 11pm drank bottle and water. Hopped out of pouch to graze still slightly off balance. Recovery 
was faster this time probably due to pamlin intervention before full fit had commenced.    

8/11/2016 at 11am although balance was still not great, she was hopping around grazing. Not 
wanting to stay in pouch.  

Found joey dead in pouch at 4pm. 

9/11/2016 Body taken to Uralba St Vet nick Jones 

 


